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AMG Medtech Limited to Partner with
San Francisco-Based Arterys
AMG Medtech is pleased to announce a new partnership with Arterys Inc, based in San
Francisco, USA. Arterys is one of the world's leading developers of Artificial Intelligence (AI) for
precision medicine and has more than $70 Million to fund the development of their solutions.
Arterys has CE-marked premium AI solutions, including their Cardio,
Lung, Neuro and Chest|MSK AI applications. They have an extensive
roadmap to add many more apps to their platform.
Arterys has created an open cloud-based AI platform for radiology. Apps plug into this platform
and are immediately available to connected clinics. Developers around the world can deploy
their AI algorithms through the Arterys Marketplace.
“At Arterys, we are ambitious about making AI more easily available to healthcare professionals
and institutions. We have developed a number of radiology algorithms supported by world
leading infrastructure, which can significantly reduce the workload for radiologists in hospitals
and improve patient outcome,” says Stephane Boyer, General Manager at Arterys Europe. “We
have decided to team-up with AMG Medtech to handle our sales and marketing effort in the UK
and Ireland, and to capitalise on their in-depth experience, local knowledge and network.”
Faster and future proof access to AI support
Incorporating AI into data-driven healthcare specialties, such as radiology, can have great
socio-economic impacts. However, integration and scalability in clinical use are major barriers.
Arterys has developed a 100% cloud-based AI platform, which integrates seamlessly into
hospital’s RIS/PACS systems, which includes instinctive support for the radiologist. To comply
with comprehensive regulatory demands, Arterys software anonymizes data and has achieved
full GDPR compliance for its AI and cloud. The platform offers true scalability and “fast track” for
the use of AI in radiology, especially for the NHS and private healthcare market.
“AI can provide doctors with enhanced information on a patient’s condition and the COVID crisis
has pioneered the growth of healthcare solutions around the world. What we now encounter is
healthcare systems embracing innovation to address the challenge of the pandemic and
beyond. Moving forward, it’s critical to continue embracing technology to improve patient care –
and AI will have a huge part to play” says AMG Medtech.

About Arterys
Arterys is the market leader as the world’s first and only internet platform for medical imaging.
Our objective is to transform healthcare by transforming radiology. The Arterys platform is 100%
web-based, AI-powered and FDA cleared, unlocking simple solutions that require only a web
browser and an internet connection. https://arterys.com/
About AMG Medtech
AMG Medtech is a specialist consultancy service and offers distribution of medical AI
technologies across the UK, Ireland and Europe. Our team brings over 18 years of experience
and expertise in medical imaging, cardiology and radiotherapy. We understand workflows and
how to scale them for different departments and across geographical networks, so that you can
deliver quality treatment with efficiency and consistency. AMG Medtech understand the
challenges hospitals and cancer clinics face every day with limited resources, such as a lack of
trained staff, or overwhelming clinician workloads. This inadvertently takes a toll on patient care
and treatment. We’re excited to bring the advantages of AI into healthcare to reduce the number
of routine tasks for clinicians and to raise the standard of care.
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